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How to teach your dog to play dead when you say avada kedavra

(Image credit: GK Hart/Vikki Hart/Getty Images) Sit, shake, grab and play dead. These are probably the most basic and well-known tricks a dog can master. But if your dog is already great at those, you'll be happy to know about some other unique and beautiful tricks that you can practice for the new year. January is
national train your dog month, so it's a perfect time for your puppy to learn something new. Also, if you've made a New Year's resolution to teach your dog more tricks, these are a great place to start! Make a new trend with your pet trying out these fun and fun tricks. You only need two things–patience and enjoyment–so
you can keep practicing and reach your goal. The snoot challenge maybe you remember The Snoot Challenge. It became very popular in 2018, but it's still great fun, and it's an easy and awesome trick not to mention adorable-trick for most dogs to learn. Pet owners either keep their hands together in the shape of a heart
or form a circle with their fingers. Your pet then puts your muzzle-also known as the snoot-in between these fingers. Depending on the size of your dog, you can form a small circle with only your index finger and thumb or form a larger circle with two hands. The trick is to let your dog feel it's safe to stick his nose in this
space. In general, dogs feel that this gesture is similar to them being snapped, so this can be an easier trick to achieve. Or it may take some training, which might involve them coming to you first, then making them feel comfortable with the idea of putting your muzzle through your fingers. It can help keep a treatment
behind the circle of your fingers that forms so that your dog will investigate. They can hook their snob through getting a better smell of treatment. Once they are used to it, it can be tested without the bait. Fair warning: it may take a while to accomplish this feat, so be patient! Be careful not to make your hands cling to your
dog's muzzle - that way they don't feel uncomfortable. And don't forget to record your success! Harry Potter spells Even after nearly two decades since the film series debuted, Harry Potter remains much loved by fans. And lovers of the assistant and the witch pet still try to engage their dogs in fandom. Check out the
above video of a dog responding to its owner's spoken orders as Harry Potter spells. The interesting thing is that you can imitate this approach by changing your verbal commands. Dogs are usually easily trained for simple tricks like stand, sit, play dead, and look. It will surely take patience to change old commands to
new verbal commands, It will be fun if you and your puppy are great potterheads. Just imagine the possibilities. You can use Accio to obtain, Expelliarmus to give it or drop the item, Petrificus Totalus to sit or stay, and even Avada Kedavra to play dead. There is a for the kinds of spells you can use with each order, but the
trick for you will be to be patient through all the training. Treat on the nose (image credit: patty_c/Getty Images)Make giving your pet an even funnier and more exciting gift by teaching them to balance it on their nose first. A good time to try to train your pet to do this would be after you have eaten and before giving them a
treat. The first step is to have your dog sitting up front of you. Gently touch the bridge on your nose, letting the weight of your finger rest on it so they can get a sense of what it's like to have something on your nose. They always praise them when they don't get away from their finger. Take a gift keep it over your dog's
nose. Use the order you say when you tell them to stand still so they get used to having a gift in front of them without eating it immediately. Again, never forget to give your puppy plenty of praise. The next step is to put the treatment on the nose without releasing it first. Use your stay order, and reward your puppy to do a
good job. Finally, put the treatment on top of your pet's nose and instruct them to stand still. Count to three seconds before instructing them to eat it. As with other tricks, this will require a lot of patience given the number of steps to achieve it, but it will be worth it. Check out this funny video below to see how it goes.
Which of these tricks do you want to try first? What other cool and simple tricks have you taught your dog? Let us know in the comments below! Related Articles:10 Fun, Awesome Tricks You Can Teach Any Dogtop 10 Tricks Kids Can Teach Dogs A Harry Potter fan has taken his love of books to the next level by
teaching your dog to respond only to the spells of the series. Anna Brisbin –actor, youtuber and Potter superfan– has taught her puppy Remus to do many of the same tricks as other dogs, such as catching a ball, putting on two legs and playing dead. But unlike most puppies, the miniature dachshund of long hair will be
thrown into its tricks in response to potterverse spells such as Accio, Wingardium Leviosa and Avada Kedavra – accompanied, of course, by a few films of a magic wand. I've been training her since May, when she was two months old, Anna told the Press Association. But this was mostly Stupefy and Wingardium
Leviosa. And we've been working on Avada Kedavra for a long time too, but she'll still do it on a nice soft carpet. Anna has cleverly paired Potter's spells with common dog tricks, so, for example, Avada Kedavra – the curse of murder – induces Remus to play dead, and he takes the charm by summoning Accio. 10 points



to — Pottermore (@pottermore) January 8, 2019 But some of the tricks are particularly ingenious: Aguamenti, used to summon water to JK Rowling's Rowling's the universe, encourages Remus to pee and, perhaps best of all, the serpensortia spell summoning snake induces him to take off his tongue. He's got nine solid
ones, and a few more we can get to work from time to time, Anna said. I wish I could teach him to bark at command (Sonorus) or better, howl (Crucio). Then I could also say still to stop. Ugh, it would be great. pic.twitter.com/t8BbWy9fg6 - Lulabelle (@MoJo03) January 8, 2019 Remus himself is, of course, named,
appropriately enough, after Hogwarts' best-known werewolf, Remus Lupin. And Anna is delighted that the world is finally getting to see what she can do. She said: I've been training for so long and been such a good guy about it! I'm so glad the world is seeing how adorable and sweet and good it is. Watch Anna Brizzy
Voices' YouTube channel for finer Potter-themed content. Dogs actually find it really easy to learn new verbal signals for behavior they already know. 1. If you have accidentally poisoned your initial signal. For example, instead of saying sit down once and then wait for your dog to perform the action, saying sit down, sit
down, sit down, sit down, sit down, sit down!. In this situation often this signal has become less meaningful to your dog and so it might be worth teaching again with a new word cue 2. If your dog had a negative experience while cued behavior. As an example, I worked with a dog that had been asked to stay by its owner
just at the precise moment a shelf collapsed, landing on her tail (she was fine physically luckily but understandably worried about being asked to stay). In these cases I suggest a break from asking for this behavior for a few weeks before teaching with a new signal 3. To teach indicator behavior, for example in odour
work. Many of us have seen awesome drug detection dogs on TV who sit or bark to indicate they have found a substance. One way to teach this indicator behavior is by introducing a new signal. At first they are rewarded for just finding the right smell in an area, then the handler will ask for a sit-in before rewarding and
very soon the dog has the idea of sitting down once they have detected the smell in order to receive their reward! So how do we show a new verbal signal to our dogs? Do it a few times and then gradually increase the duration of the break. See if your dog offers the right behavior (a sit). If they do, reward immediately
without the need to say the old sign. If not, just practice the above for a little longer / a few more sessions. Don't forget, dogs aren't great at You may need to repeat the above in new situations (places with distractions like park or training class) and remember to keep it nice and fun! Picture via Twitter/Anna Brisbin If there
are two things you love internet h*ckin', h*ckin', Harry Potter and dogs. Youtuber Anna Brisbin clearly knows this, and clearly loves both Harry Potter and Puppers herself. He is currently breaking the internet with a video of his little dachshund, Remus, showing all his obedience orders - except that he is trained with spells
from the Potter universe. So, yes, potterheads and dog lovers, like me, all had almost the same reaction to this video. Have you trained your dog in German? Coolcoolcool I trained my dog in Harry Potter spells. pic.twitter.com/tBlRVTJ33Z — Anna Brisbin✨ (@BrizzyVoices) January 7, 2019 Mashes play button as hard
as my fingers possibly can. In the video, Sweet Remus proves that he is one of the smartest and best trained puppers on the Internet, but also that he would have his OWL Charms in his bag if he were a student at Hogwarts. He plays dead when called Stupify or Avada Kedavra, the spells impressive and murderous,
respectively. He stands on his back foot when he hears Wingardium Leviosa. He climbs the stairs when he hears Ascendio, the upward spell, and runs down when they call him Descendo, the spell that falls. He reaches out to Revelio, the revealing charm, and takes his ball to Accio ball, the summoning charm.
Expelliarmus is your drop. Engorgio tells him it's time to eat. Upon hearing Aguamenti, the water summoning charm, Remus sinks in command. If you're not squeezed yet, I don't know what's wrong with you. To make the whole video even more adorable (not that we even thought it was possible), Brisbin uses a wand to
help guide Remus through his obedience commands, and wears a small sweater and tie vest while performing all his perfect tricks, just like a true Hogwarts student. If, like the rest of the world, you need to get more Remus in your life, you can follow it on your own Instagram. Now someone gives this very good guy 10
points from home to be literally perfect. Perfect.
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